DivAirCity “recognizes, accepts and celebrates differences” (Audre Lorde) in cities and turns them into a true asset and actor of changes to tackle the emergency of air pollution and climate change challenges through a set of NBS interventions for innovative, sustainable, healthy and robust urban areas.

https://youtu.be/LsynEIIpVNA
InAfrika, as project partners for the H2020 funded project, DivAirCity, are conducting a community outreach survey to learn about air pollution and decarbonization challenges in Africa and gauge the community’s interest in becoming a twinning partner of the project.

As a twinning partner, your city or project will be able to engage in information exchanges with and gain technical expertise from members of the consortium and/or gain membership in DivAirCity spinoff initiatives and networks, to sustainably adapt and replicate the project activities within your local context.

Areas of expertise among the consortium include:
- Payment for ecosystem services;
- Pan-European Contest;
- Air quality sensor testing and development with citizen participation;
- Co-creation frameworks to implement nature based solutions on a city level.

To register your interest, complete the survey here: [https://forms.gle/AvdGScSAVR8hw97SA](https://forms.gle/AvdGScSAVR8hw97SA)

For more information on the program, see [here](https://www.inafrika.co), alternatively please contact: a.u.jarrett@inafrika.co